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GIGS IO Gate Pro 

       PRODUCT PROFILE

The GIGS IO Gate Pro combines the GIGS IO Gate, a 

two-arm turnstile, and a scanner from our partner. 

The automated solution ensures maximum transpa-

rency for contactless controls. The modular construc-

tion principle offers tailored access solutions. The 

scanner can be integrated with any common ticke-

ting system and reads all usual access control sys-

tems and codes. The turnstile system has two pass-

ages and can be transformed into an emergency exit 

at the push of a button. Since the turnstile also fea-

tures an emergency exit function, the gate remains 

emergency exit-compliant. The entry system is suita-

ble for indoor and outdoor events, particularly for 

stadium shows, for the second security ring at sports 

events, and for venues with limited escape route 

capacities. It saves time and personnel, increases 

spectator capacities, and enables the utilization of 

new venues.

       HIGHLIGHTS
g   Maximum transparency and security: The GIGS IO 

Gate Pro provides detailed, tamper-proof informa-

tion in real-time

g    Automated solution enabling contactless, hygienic 

access controls and relieving entry and security 

personnel

g    Particularly cost- and resource-saving

       OPTIONAL EXTRAS
g    Compatible with all entry turnstiles and barriers 

from the GIGS series

g   Curved connectors that allow the entry turnstiles 

to be seamlessly bolted together and with GIGS 

barriers 

g   Comprehensive services, such as project manage-

ment, CAD planning, logistics, setup, and dismant-

ling

Material: 

Dimensions  
(l × w × h):

Weight: 

Color:

Accessories:

Transport:

Aluminum and stainless steel

GIGS IO Gate Pro including two turnstiles:
1.09 × 1.90 × 1.18 m (43 × 75 × 46 in)
Standard opening of turnstile system:  
0.57 m (22 in)
Emergency exit: 1.20 m (47 in)

GIGS IO Gate: Approx. 60 kg (132 lbs)
Turnstile: 38 kg (84 lbs)

Silver-gray

Connecting elements

5 GIGS IO Gates per dolly
4 turnstiles per case

For maximum transparency with contactless controls

www.eps.net
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01 Automated solution and compliant emergency 

exit at the push of a button: The GIGS IO Gate Pro 

significantly contributes to event security | 02 The 

real-time system provides detailed and tamper-proof 

information | 03 Large audiences and visitor flows can 

be optimally monitored and controlled with the mobile 

entry system  | 04 Secure barriers guaranteed! The 

GIGS IO Gate Pro is compatible with GIGS barriers
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WHEREVER 
YOU GO, WE 
ARE THERE …


